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Rearrangement of Sentence (Type two) Questions for 
Bank Exams (IBPS Clerk Pre, IBPS RRB & SBI Clerk Pre) 

Rearrangement of Sentence Quiz 5 

Directions: In the questions given below, a sentence has been broken down into 
four fragments labeled (A), (B), (C) and (D) and arranged, not necessarily in the 
correct order. You have to find the correct order of arrangement from the options 
given below. In case, the sentence is correct in its original form, please select (E) 
as your answer. 

1. states that the democratic Republic (A)/ economic and political 

justice (B)/ of India shall secure social, (C)/ the Preamble to the 

Constitution (D) 

A. DABC        B. DACB        C. ABCD        D. BCAD        E. No rearrangement required 

2. whom arrived over the past couple (A)/ taxes than to receive 

benefits (B)/ European migrants, many of (C)/ of decades, are more 

likely to pay (D)/ 

A. ADCB        B. BCDA        C. CADB        D. CDAB        E. No rearrangement required 

3. swell waves are massive ripples (A)/ that form on the sea due (B)/ 

to winds coming from as (C)/ far away as Madagascar (D)/ 

A. ADCB        B. BCDA        C. CADB        D. CDAB        E. No rearrangement required 

4. on the head of the household (A)/ with penalties for malnutrition 

(B)/ meanwhile, Uganda has sought to (C)/ confer a legal 

responsibility for food security (D)/ 

A. CDAB        B. CADB        C. CBAD        D. DCAB        E. No rearrangement required 



 

 

5. 1Departments are unable to conduct a (A)/ agencies such as the 

Police and Public Works (B)/ technical investigation into an accident 

(C)/ without expert help, executive (D)/ 

A. CDAB        B. CADB        C. CBAD        D. DBAC        E. No rearrangement required 

6. broadly across the population (A)/ boosts the living standards very 

(B)/ India’s goal is to have sustained (C)/ growth and to have a growth 

that (D)/ 

A. CDAB        B. CADB        C. CDBA        D. DCAB        E. No rearrangement required 

7. Additionally, the Department (A)/ of Science & Technology will 

launch a (B) establishment of centers of excellence (C)/ Mission on 

Cyber Physical Systems to support (D)/ 

A. ABDC        B. CADB        C. CBAD        D. DCAB        E. No rearrangement required 

8. the government is committed to (A)/ providing the best quality (B)/ 

education to the tribal children (C)/ in their own environment (D)/ 

A. ADCB        B. DBCA        C. DACB        D. CDAB        E. No rearrangement required 

9. energy production (A)/ is ahead of many others (B)/ in the overall 

renewable (C)/ even now, Tamil Nadu (D)/ 

A. CDAB        B. CADB        C. CBAD        D. DBCA        E. No rearrangement required 

10. the government should instead (A)/ take steps to ensure the 

effective implementation (B)/ of the labour laws that protected the 

rights (C)/ of workers and provide them some benefits (D)/ 

A. BDCA        B. DBCA        C. CADB        D. CDAB        E. No rearrangement required 

  

  



 

 

Correct Answers: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

B C E A D C A E D E 

 

Explanations: 

1. 

Starting Fragment: 

There are two possibilities here- start with fragment A or with D. When starting 

with A, the sequence goes like this- A-B-D-C. However, the comma after reserves 

in C indicates the statement is not over and thus C cannot be the last statement. 

Thus, this can be ruled out. The other possibility with D is the only option left 

then. 

Connectors: 

C and A: 

C: of India shall secure social, 

A: states that the democratic Republic 

A and B: 

A: states that the democratic Republic 

B: economic and political justice  

B and C: B states the conclusion- 

B: economic and political justice 

D: free speech and promoting the values of democracy 

Hence, option B is correct. 



 

 

2. 

Starting Fragment: 

Fragments A, B and D can be easily eliminated as all are clearly a continuation of 

previous fragments. Only C can be the first fragment. 

C and A: 

C: European migrants, many of 

A: whom arrived over the past couple 

A and D: 

A: whom arrived over the past couple 

D: of decades, are more likely to pay 

B and D: B states the conclusion- 

B: taxes than to receive benefits 

D: of decades, are more likely to pay 

Hence, option C is correct. 

3. 

The fragments are already arranged meaningfully and thus need no more 

rearrangement. 

Hence, option E is correct. 

4. 

Starting Fragment: 

Here, we can eliminate fragments A and D because they both are a continuation 

of previous fragments. If we take fragment B first, it does not allow fragment C to 

follow. Thus, only C can be the first fragment. 



 

 

A and B: 

A: on the head of the household 

B: with penalties for malnutrition 

B and C: 

B: with penalties for malnutrition 

C: meanwhile, Uganda has sought to 

D and C: C states the conclusion- 

C: meanwhile, Uganda has sought to 

D: confer a legal responsibility for food security 

Hence, option A is correct. 

5. 

Starting Fragment: 

Let us start by eliminating fragments one by one. We can easily eliminate 

fragments B and C as they are a continuation of previous fragments. Only C can be 

the first fragment because fragment A does not allow fragment C to fit in. 

C and B: 

C: technical investigation into an accident 

B: agencies such as the Police and Public Works 

B and A: 

B: agencies such as the Police and Public Works 

A: Departments are unable to conduct 

C and D: C states the conclusion- 



 

 

C: technical investigation into an accident 

D: without expert help, executive 

Hence, option D is correct. 

6. 

Starting Fragment: 

Fragments B and D can be easily eliminated as both are clearly a continuation of 

previous fragments. Fragment A, if taken as the first fragment, does not allow 

fragment C to fit in. Only C can be the first fragment. 

C and D: 

C: India’s goal is to have sustained 

D: growth and to have a growth that 

B and C: 

B: boosts the living standards very 

C: India’s goal is to have sustained 

A and B: A states the conclusion- 

A: broadly across the population 

B: boosts the living standards 

Hence, option C is correct. 

7. 

Starting Fragment: 

When we start eliminating fragments one by one, we notice that fragments B and 

C can easily be ruled out as both of them are a continuation of previous 

fragments. Now, we are left with fragment A and D.  We can also rule out 



 

 

fragment D because when D is taken as the first fragment it doesn not allow 

fragment A to follow. Thus, A is the first fragment. 

A and B: 

A: Additionally, the Department 

B: of Science & Technology will launch a 

B and C: 

B: of Science & Technology will launch a 

C: establishment of centers of excellence 

C and D: C states the conclusion- 

C: establishment of centers of excellence 

D: Mission on Cyber Physical Systems to support 

Hence, option A is correct. 

8. 

The fragments are already arranged meaningfully and thus need no more 

rearrangement. 

Hence, option E is correct. 

9. 

Starting Fragment: 

We can use the elimination technique to solve this question. Fragments B and C 

can be easily eliminated as both are clearly a continuation of previous fragments. 

Fragment A, if taken as the first fragment, does not allow fragment D to fit in. 

Only D can be the first fragment. 

Connectors: 



 

 

D and B: 

D: even now, Tamil Nadu 

B: is ahead of many others 

B and C: 

B: is ahead of many others 

C: in the overall renewable 

A and C: A states the conclusion- 

A: energy production 

C: in the overall renewable 

Hence, option D is correct. 

10. 

The fragments are already arranged meaningfully and thus need no more 

rearrangement. 

Hence, option E is correct. 
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